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in troDuCtion

wHat is Holiness? How is it related to morality? How is 
it implicated in that breakdown of morality that we call vio-
lence? These three questions motivate this book.

We are used to thinking of holiness as intimately related to 
morality. A holy person, say, Mother Teresa, is distinguished by 
her moral excellence— her compassion, her self- sacrifice, her 
humane beliefs and persistent dedication to human better-
ment. As moderns, we are comfortable with the idea that holi-
ness maps onto goodness. But what then are we to make of 
holy places or times? Of holy objects? These do not seem to 
have anything to do with morality. Indeed, the power of holy 
places— for example, the Temple Mount in Jerusalem— can mo-
tivate people to do immoral things. A “Jewish underground” in 
the 1980s plotted to blow up the Dome of the Rock so as to 
spark an apocalyptic war after which the Third Temple would 
be built and the messianic age would begin.1 An intense fixa-
tion on the holy can lead to ethical derangement. How then 
can we parse the distinctions between holiness and morality, 
as well as keep them both conceptually and normatively inte-
grated? This is a philosophical task. In this book, we will use 
the resources of Jewish philosophy to answer these questions.

Lest these issues seem overly abstract, readers should keep 
in mind that they are meant to facilitate an analysis of reli-
gious violence in Judaism. What do I mean by violence? As in 
the earlier example, our concern is with violence motivated by 
religious belief, by convictions held to be so compelling that 
they give license to actions that override conventional moral-
ity. Examples include the murder, by Dr. Baruch Goldstein, of 
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twenty- nine Muslim worshippers in the Cave of the Patriarchs 
in Hebron, before he was beaten to death, in 1994, and the 
assassination, by Yigal Amir, of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin 
in 1995. Goldstein was inspired by the extremist Rabbi Meir 
Kahane, who believed that in order for the holy people (the 
Jews) to achieve redemption in the holy land (Israel), the un-
holy (Arabs) had to be banished. Kahane’s was a wrathful God 
who required vengeful measures. Amir came to believe, with 
indirect support from the preaching of militant rabbis, that 
Rabin was a rodef (in Jewish law, a pursuer intent on murder 
who could be killed to defend the innocent from his depreda-
tions). In these cases, imagined religious duty mixes with po-
litical beliefs, subordinating ethical constraints for “higher” 
purposes. This kind of violence has a political context. Religious 
violence, of course, can be more diffuse. It can pervade daily life, 
oppressing women, children, or sexual (and other) minorities 
in the name of some allegedly God- given holy way. Although 
I am not directly concerned with such phenomena here, they 
have a common source in misguided construals of the holy 
and, further upstream, in theological misprisions of God.

Of course, many books have been written, especially since 
9/11, about “terror in the name of God” or “terror in the mind 
of God.” This has become a burgeoning field for scholars of 
religion, political scientists, journalists, and others. Fine books 
exist on violence in Jewish thought. The present book uses 
some of this scholarship but departs from it as well. As a work 
of Jewish philosophy, its contribution is neither historical nor 
sociological, but normative and constructive. I want to argue 
for a concept of holiness in Judaism that is true to its biblical 
roots— that is not simply reducible to moral categories but 
that is nonetheless allied with morality. I want to argue for a 
concept of God that has been purged of violence. This book 
therefore works in the idioms of philosophical theology and 
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ethics. Its emphasis is more on the critique of religious vio-
lence than on its description. To do so, I advance an original 
theory of holiness, a “natural history of holiness,” and explore 
the connections among holiness, ethics, and violence in light 
of the theory.

Part of what motivates this inquiry is a confrontation with 
some highly problematic texts. The Bible sometimes presents 
God as wrathful. It also enjoins violent conduct toward per-
ceived enemies, such as the Canaanite nations that occupy the 
land promised to the Israelites. These texts raise fundamen-
tal problems about holiness, ethics, and violence. The biblical 
characters themselves seem to struggle with them. King Saul, 
for example, balks at the seeming irrationality of God’s com-
mand to obliterate the livestock along with the people of Ama-
lek (I Samuel, chapter 15). He loses his kingship for following 
his own judgment, which falls short of the prescribed genocide. 
Such texts invite philosophical reflection on how the presumed 
goodness and justice of God can be reconciled with the cruelty 
of his commands. Why should a holy will fail at times to be a 
moral one? Far from a parochial project, the philosophical 
idiom opens up this hermeneutic reflection to readers of all 
religions or of none. The subject matter is primarily Jewish, 
but the problem of a gap between contemporary moral beliefs 
and ancient religious ones is universal.

The gap between moral beliefs and religious ones, how-
ever, is not a problem just for moderns. The ancients felt it, 
too. Bridging the gap involves a struggle to purge immoral el-
ements from the concept of God, disallowing the concept to 
serve as a warrant for unworthy behavior. Socrates works on a 
version of this problem in Plato’s Euthyphro. In that dialogue, 
Socrates encounters a young man, Euthyphro, who believes 
himself to be expert in matters of holiness. Holiness or piety, 
hosion, refers to what the gods prescribe for or permit human 
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beings to do.2 The gods want human beings, for example, to 
do justice— that is part of holiness or piety. Indeed, Euthyphro, 
out of a fanatical devotion to what he understands justice and 
the divine will to be, is in the midst of bringing an indictment 
against his own father, whom he holds accountable for the 
murder of an underling. Socrates, and everyone else, thinks 
that this is madness. In Socrates’s Athens, a lawsuit against a 
murderer was brought by the family of the victim. Here, Eu-
thyphro is taking the victim’s side against his own family. He 
believes that such extreme devotion to justice is what holiness 
or piety demands. After all, Zeus— the most just of the gods— 
imprisoned his own father, Kronos, who had in turn, castrated 
his own father, Ouranos. Euthyphro holds to a version of imi-
tatio dei— do as the gods do. He believes that the holy and the 
good are defined by reference to what the gods desire or abhor. 
As Socrates presses Euthyphro, he comes to realize that, given 
polytheism, the gods disagree as to what is desirable. Merely 
following traditional religious beliefs about what the gods en-
dorse can provide no criterion for what is truly just or good. A 
higher criterion, which the gods themselves must take into ac-
count, is needed. To the incisive Socratic question whether the 
gods love the holy because it is (intrinsically) holy or because 
their act of loving it makes it so, Euthyphro has no answer. He 
is now perplexed about the relationship between holiness and 
ethics.

Although not completed in this dialogue, Socrates works up 
toward a vision of the gods and the good in which the famous 
question loses its dilemmatic character. The gods (or God) will 
only the good. The mythological stories of Homer and Hesiod 
about the gods are unworthy of the gods. Socrates favored, 
in the words of a leading interpreter, a “philosophical religion 
founded on a rationalist psychology and theology that deval-
ued the old, publicly observable, external standard of piety that 
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connected capricious all- too- human gods to humanity through 
the system of burnt sacrifice. In its place, Socrates advocated 
an internal standard of virtue and human happiness that em-
phasized the rational purification of the soul through elenctic 
argument and a viewpoint that presupposed the existence of 
benevolent rational deities who loved justice but were rela-
tively indifferent to sacrifice.”3

The Euthyphro shows how matters of holiness, ethics, con-
cepts of God, and the place, if any, of violence in a life devoted 
to God are bundled together. The tack that Socrates takes, one 
of rational or contemplative religion, departs from traditional 
piety but also infuses that heritage with new significance. It 
rescues inherited religion from being beholden to mere ipse 
dixit and elevates it to accord with intellectual and moral vir-
tue. It is part of the axial age revolution of deepening the ethi-
cal character of received religion. This is all to the good, and 
yet a sense of the uncanny must remain. A God domesticated 
to purely human categories would be a diminished divinity. 
Socrates’s contemporary, Sophocles, captures the element of 
awe, fear, or uncanniness in our dealings with the holy in An-
tigone: “Nothing that is vast enters the life of mortals without 
a curse.”4 No holiness without danger nor awe without terror.

The modern discourse on the nexus of awe and terror be-
gins in the late seventeenth century with English travelers to 
the Alps. It continues in the eighteenth century with the work 
of Edmund Burke. The key term in the discourse is “sublimity,” 
or the “sublime.” For Burke, the beautiful may please us, but 
the sublime, the incomparably majestic, overwhelms and as-
tonishes, filling us with awe: “Astonishment is that state of the 
soul, in which all its motions are suspended, with some degree 
of horror. . . . Astonishment . . . is the effect of the sublime in 
its highest degree.”5 Sublimity, astonishment, and horror are 
linked. In the presence of vast vistas and massive objects, we 
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are transfixed. Our reason is arrested. A deep, uncanny fear 
takes hold of us, even as we are transported by an irresistible 
force. That which transfixes and transports us could as easily 
crush and destroy us. Burke captures the duality of the sub-
lime, its ability simultaneously to ennoble and disconcert us.

The emphasis on the sublime is a reaction to an overly ra-
tional, bourgeois, ordered view of human nature and purpose. 
It gave a vocabulary to the attempt to resist a “too- rosy picture 
of the human condition, shorn of tragedy, irreparable loss, 
meaningless suffering, cruelty and horror.”6 But the sublime 
also became, for our early modern ancestors, a substitute for 
the holiness of God. Writers like Burke and his predecessors 
no longer speak of the uncanny, numinous quality of divine 
presence or of its lingering traces— the phenomena that “holi-
ness” in one of its senses describes. They displace the holy onto 
nature, specifically onto what is majestic and awe- inspiring 
in nature. The aesthetic experience of the grandeur of nature 
becomes a kind of religious experience, with natural sublimity 
taking the place of God. There is some justice in this transpo-
sition. I shall return to it in chapter 3.

Nature can certainly threaten us. Even the gentle trout 
stream where I fish can (and does) turn into an angry torrent 
after many days of rain. The nexus of beauty, sublimity, and 
terror makes some sense here. But to turn back from this 
modern ersatz to God, does God also threaten us? If we have 
veridical experiences of God, do they too come with some quo-
tient of terror? Should the very thought of God include an at-
titude of fear? Thomas Jefferson wrote that he feared (for his 
country) when he reflected that God is just. But what if God’s 
justice is a post hoc consideration? What if we should just 
fear God as such, before moral criteria are introduced against 
which we may find ourselves wanting? What if the moral cri-
teria themselves— the attempt to pin God to ethically intelli-
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gible norms— are an evasion? What if, to put it abstractly, ho-
liness and violence are simply concomitant?

A paradigm case for the Bible is Isaiah, chapter 6. Isaiah has 
an encounter with God and His angelic retinue in the Temple. 
God is seated on a high throne, the “skirts of His robe filled the 
Temple.” Six- winged fiery angels (seraphim) stood about Him 
calling to one another “Holy, holy, holy! The Lord of Hosts! 
His presence fills all the earth!” The Temple filled with smoke 
and shook. Isaiah cried: “Woe is me; I am lost! For I am a man 
of unclean lips and I live among a people of unclean lips; yet 
my own eyes have beheld the King Lord of Hosts.” Isaiah is 
terrified; he knows that he is unfit to stand in God’s presence. 
A seraph then flies to Isaiah and touches his lips with a burning 
coal taken from the altar of the Temple. The angel exhorts him: 
“Now that this has touched your lips, your guilt shall depart 
and your sin be purged away.” The physical contact of burning 
coal, taken from the holy altar, to the prophet’s unclean lips 
purges impurity, guilt, and sin— all of this in a quite tangible, 
not quite metaphorical way. Isaiah, now transformed and em-
boldened, finds the strength to answer God’s call. “Whom 
shall I send? Who will go for us? . . . And I said, “Here I am; 
send me.”7

In this story, astonishment and awe are mingled, as we 
would now expect, with fear. God appears in a physical, em-
bodied way. He is announced, described, lauded by his retain-
ers as holy (kadosh), a term suggesting separateness, purity, 
and power in the sense of energetic and potentially explosive 
force. It is as if Isaiah entered into the core of a nuclear reactor. 
How could he not be overwhelmed by terror? He is unclean 
(tamé), a term bearing both ritual and moral significance. Be-
fore he can endure the divine presence, his uncleanness must 
be purged. He thus undergoes a mysterious ordeal. We next 
learn that he is able to respond to God, as Abraham responded 
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long before: Hineni! Here I am! His life, like Abraham’s, now 
takes a new direction. Isaiah, commissioned, has a mission to 
teach, adjure, and castigate his people for their disloyalty to 
the divine King. Isaiah’s terrifying experience of holiness ulti-
mately serves a moral purpose. The prophet’s life is now given 
over to a kind of moral instruction; he is to remind Israel of its 
covenantal obligations, of the rectitude with which it is sup-
posed to live.

Although it is not the first point made by the story, the even-
tual conjunction of holiness and morality is important. Even 
so strong a defender of the mysterious, metarational otherness 
of the Divine as Rudolf Otto refused to decouple divinity en-
tirely from morality.8 Although there is nothing inherently 
ethical about God’s theophany, its lasting impact on human 
lives occurs (or ought to occur) in a moral register. Conduct 
should change. The holy is conceptually distinct from the good 
and the right but practically entangled with them. The expe-
rience of the holy is uncanny, but the consequences of experi-
enced holiness are not. They are transparent to practical (that 
is, moral) reason. In part, the moral consequences authenti-
cate the experience of holiness. If experienced holiness led to 
carnage and savagery, would the experience not thereby forfeit 
its claim to have been an experience of the holy? As much as I 
believe that the answer to that question is yes, the answer is 
not self- evident.

Indeed, God still seems to trade in terror. He reveals him-
self to Abraham, only to demand that he sacrifice his son. He 
reveals himself to Moses and Israel in a theophany so dreadful 
that God warns Moses to keep the people away. Mount Sinai 
is covered in fire and smoke, trembling as if in an earthquake; 
mere physical contact with it will incinerate the very people that 
God had just liberated. Why these terror- inducing displays? 
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Why the violence or threat of violence? Are these necessary to 
establish God’s sovereignty over a refractory and stubborn 
people?9 God could have approached Isaiah as he did Elijah, 
to whom he was present as a “soft, murmuring sound” (I Kings 
19:12). In that revelation, God deliberately chose against ap-
pearing in a mighty wind that split mountains and shattered 
rocks, or in the earthquake that followed the wind, or in the 
firestorm that followed the earthquake. God chose against 
the vast and terrible as the means for his disclosure in favor of 
the small but insistent, the “still, small voice,” as the King James 
translation has it. Those sublime phenomena are presented by 
the text as from God, but God was not in them. God seems to 
know the terror that he can bring but restrains himself from 
using it. God does not want to be associated too intimately 
with violence or the threat of violence. So too with the private 
theophany that Moses experiences. He turns to see the aston-
ishing sight of a bush burning yet enduring through the flames. 
A voice issues forth from it, telling him not to approach fur-
ther and to remove his shoes— for the ground he stands on is 
“holy” (Exodus 3:5). When God announces his identity, Moses 
“hid his face, for he was afraid to look at God” (Exodus 3:6). 
The bush, the voice, and whatever Moses saw are dramatic— 
they are astonishing— but they are modestly scaled. They do 
not overwhelm. Nonetheless, they still inspire fear. Moses like 
Isaiah and Elijah soon finds his footing and, after negotiation, 
accepts his commission.

These cases connect the holy with displays of power that 
cause fear, to one degree or another. God is not overtly violent, 
but he could be. Fear, dread, and terror are appropriate human 
responses to his self- disclosure.10 The vastness that enters the 
lives of mortals does not bring a curse, but it does bring dan-
ger. Holiness and terror are paired in the Bible’s vivid poetry. 
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That they eventually issue into a moral orientation toward ac-
tion in the world is crucially important, but it does not detract 
from the initial eruption of power and ensuing human panic.

These considerations help orient the inquiry into holiness, 
ethics, and violence that is the aim of this book. They point in 
two directions, upstream and downstream, so to speak. Up-
stream lies the divine source of holiness; downstream indicates 
how an idea or ideal of holiness shapes our conduct, whether 
for good or ill. As we can see from the Isaiah citation, holiness 
has to do with God. God and holiness are mutually implicated. 
When we talk about holiness, our use of words such as “holy,” 
“sacred,” “profane,” “pure,” and “impure” occurs in a framework 
in which God, as a concept, plays a crucial role. If God were 
not thought to have a presence in the world, in the burning 
bush or the ancient Tabernacle and Temple, or if God were not 
thought to command a unique (“holy”) way of life or worship, 
these words would have little traction. The occasion for their 
use would not arise. The holiness “language game” is mostly 
played by theists.11

Metaphysically, an inquiry into holiness and violence leads 
us to ask about the nature of God, about God’s character and 
conduct— to the extent that any of this can be known. That 
extent, including the prior matter of whether God exists, may 
be very slight. God is, in a way, an empty vessel into which we 
pour our notions of ultimacy, finality, and value. Religious tra-
ditions, such as Judaism, often claim a privileged knowledge, 
vouchsafed by a revelation of divine presence and will. At Mount 
Sinai, so Jews have held, God made himself known to an entire 
nation. God shared information as to his thought, character, 
and desire. Epistemically, I cannot help but see such narratives 
as stories that human beings have told to fill that empty vessel. 
Our own appraisals of what life means, of what our highest 
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purposes are or should be, or what, in the case of the Jews, a 
national life should embody contribute to our concept of God.

Yet, I cannot also help but think that God pushes back. The 
true God does not allow our false ideas to stand. God qua con-
cept is not just an “empty vessel” but a normative imperative, 
an idea of the good that brooks no compromise. Perhaps the 
pressure on reason that the highest ideas of God exert is a sign 
of the divine as such. The entanglement of holiness with good-
ness seems to me such a sign. What follows is an essay on its 
implications. This book is written from the point of view of a 
contemplative piety, akin to the stance earlier ascribed to Soc-
rates. The stance may be called rational mysticism. This form 
of piety is decidedly heterodox. It is both critical of inherited 
doctrinal claims and open to whatever truth they might con-
tain. The “rational” part implies openness to science and a 
broadly naturalistic perspective. The “mystical” part knows, 
with Wittgenstein, that when science has answered all of its 
questions, the problems of life have not been touched at all 
(Tractatus 6:52). Most of all, it seeks an ethical moment. It 
finds the form of life licensed by the belief in the God of Israel 
to have its own practical excellence regardless of the constraints 
that a post- Kantian metaphysics puts on claims about the di-
vine as such.

The question about holiness and violence is a question 
about how we ought to conceive of God. Abstractly, it is a ques-
tion about whether the Highest One is synonymous with the 
Good; whether God should be thought of as a Perfect Being 
whose nature excludes anger, vengeance, and the capacity to 
harm. Or is it rather the case that the main character of the 
Hebrew Scriptures, who is a portrayed as a Person with a tu-
multuous emotional life, is indeed God. On this view, Good-
ness, Perfection, Simplicity, and the other characteristics as-
cribed to God by classical theism are Greek- inspired distortions 
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of a far more personal deity. Divine anger and the violence to 
which it leads make sense on this personalist conception.12 
But whether there are any good reasons for holding such a view, 
other than to preserve the appearances of the biblical text, is 
an important philosophical- theological question.

Downstream, concepts of holiness influence how human 
beings live. To believe that there is a way of life prescribed by 
the holy God is to believe that its concerns, foci, and preoccu-
pations cannot be reduced to a “profane” way of life. Coming 
from the Highest One, it is higher than other ways of life. Den-
izens of the world that holiness engenders may look askance 
at the lives of others; they may come to consider the others a 
lower form of life, not fully or exemplarily human.13 That is 
certainly true of the Canaanite pagans, toward whom the bib-
lical God demands complete extirpation (h

˙
erem). Later, in post-

biblical Judaism, there are theologies, typically derived from 
mystical sources, in which Jews and gentiles are thought to 
have different kinds of souls. Gentiles are trapped by their em-
bodiment and animality more than Jews (allegedly) are. Jews 
who believe such things might value gentile lives less than 
Jewish ones. They might be treated more roughly under cer-
tain circumstances, as advocated by a horrific contemporary 
Jewish legal (halakhic) work, Torat ha- Melekh (The King’s 
Torah). These are painful things to say, not because they are 
true but because they are true of some strands of Jewish tradi-
tion, both ancient and modern. They should rightly be shunned 
and quarantined; Jews who continue to embrace such views 
should be challenged morally and theologically. Nonetheless, 
it is not immediately clear on what basis such a challenge 
should come.

If the basis for the challenge is contemporary, Enlightenment- 
derived morality, such as Kantian ethics, then what claim 
should that have on observant, traditional Jews? Does such a 
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morality have so unimpeachable a pedigree that moralities 
internal to ancient— in this case, religious— traditions are by 
comparison less cogent? If the basis of the challenge is a moral 
stance internal to Judaism, one that uses some preferred 
sources to offset the baleful influences of other sources, then 
what is the basis for the preference? If one prefers an inclusive, 
generous attitude toward humanity in all of its expressions, 
isn’t one simply constraining the tradition to accord with con-
temporary secular democratic norms? Where is the criterion 
that allows one to accept some moral views and reject others?

Questions such as these always arise in Jewish ethics. (In-
deed, the term “ethics” implies a rational, universal perspective 
that can immediately generate tension with traditional Jewish 
norms, which are thought to be revealed by God at Sinai and 
inscribed in the Torah. Even to use the term “ethics” signifies a 
subtle if fatal distancing from tradition on this view.14) Yet even 
in a normative approach that hews closely to halakhic texts 
and decision- procedures, fundamental matters of selection and 
weighting— moves that presuppose value commitments— come 
into play. Torat ha- Melekh, which advocates the possibility of 
killing young gentiles in wartime because they will grow up to 
be adult anti- Semites, employs a “meta- halakhic” stance based 
on the presumed higher value of Jewish life, given the sup-
posed higher value of the Jewish soul.15 Another halakhic 
work, which was written to repudiate Torat ha- Melekh, Derekh 
ha- Melekh (The King’s Way), appeals to rational, “natural” eth-
ical norms to offset the former’s racist ones.16 In both cases, 
there is no such thing as a purely procedural halakhah; legal 
decision making takes place in a context of value- laden choices. 
Jewish law is never aloof, the pretensions of some of its posi-
tivist practitioners aside, from ethical considerations.

The best relation between religious and secular normativity 
is dialectical; the two sources should challenge, supplement, 
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check, reconfigure, and enrich one another.17 That is the stance 
I take in this book. Nonetheless, there are some inherited reli-
gious normative claims that ought not to be appropriated. The 
idea that the Jews are a holy people in a putatively biological 
way seems to me a clear case of an irredeemable view. I would 
argue that constructions of holiness that push Jewish morality 
in chauvinist, racist, and overall violent directions are a dis-
grace to Judaism, however ancient their textual pedigree. De-
scriptively, one could call Judaism a religion (to the extent that 
“religion” is apt for something as multifaceted as historic Ju-
daism) of peace as well as a religion of violence.18 But norma-
tively, I want to make a constructive case for severing the link 
between holiness and violence. To do this, we shall have to dig 
deeply into the roots of holiness, morality, and violence. These 
three topics are seriatim the foci of the book’s three chapters.

This book will therefore attend both to our understandings 
of holiness as well as to the ethical consequences that flow 
from those understandings. There is a normative argument 
to be made— that any correct conception of the Highest One 
excludes violence— but there is also much descriptive work to 
be done. First, the concepts of holiness at work in biblical reli-
gion and subsequent Judaism need to be clarified and ana-
lyzed. Our usage of words on the semantic “holiness spectrum” 
is tentative today. “Holy,” “profane,” “sacred,” and so on have 
gauzy meanings and sentimental associations. We need to get 
a firm grip on what these terms meant in their biblical and 
Jewish contexts as a prologue to constructive theorizing about 
holiness (and its relation to both morality and violence) in 
Judaism.

Chapter 1 tries to secure that grip. It reconstructs the mean-
ings of holiness from representative texts of the Jewish tradi-
tion. The chapter is primarily descriptive but is organized around 
two claims, which the texts, in my reading, support. The first 
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is that biblical thought does not divide the world into a neat 
dualism of sacred and profane. The most prevalent contrary of 
“holy” is “unclean.” This has important consequences for the 
nature of the world and for human conduct within it. The sec-
ond claim is that the Bible and subsequent Judaism conceive 
of holiness in three different ways. Holiness sometimes refers 
to what might be called a property. It describes a physical force, 
which is energetic, dangerous, and powerful. It is as if holiness 
were a form of energy, radiating out from a place where divine 
disclosure occurred. Objects, places, and persons can absorb 
this force— hence the notion of property. This is perhaps the 
aspect of holiness most alien to contemporary thought. Sec-
ond, holiness indicates a status. When something belongs to 
God and is thereby set aside from ordinary things and given 
special treatment, it is or becomes holy. Objects, places, times, 
and persons thought to be holy have a special status. Third, 
holiness is a value or project: it indicates a norm; it exerts 
pressure on our will and choice. Holiness can be thought of as 
an ideal, an aspiration, a normative way of life. These three 
characteristics of holiness can coalesce or separate. To try to 
boil down holiness to one of them distorts the complex way in 
which the tradition conceives of the holy. I am especially con-
cerned in this chapter with the ideas of the holiness of the peo-
ple Israel and the holiness of the Land of Israel. Both of these 
foci are morally problematic and will figure into the later con-
cern with violence in the name of the holy.

Chapter 2 theorizes the relation of holiness and ethics or, in 
shorthand, the holy and the good. I seek the origins of both in 
our primordial encounters with nature and with one another. 
The Enlightenment was not wrong to look to nature for the 
experience of the sublime and mutatis mutandis of holiness, al-
though nature is not, in the end, a substitute for God. I propose 
a natural history of holiness in which the human experiences 
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of love and awe, of goodness and holiness arise together against 
our evolutionary background as social primates. The inspira-
tion here is less Burke than Maimonides. That is, I follow Mai-
monides in the belief that, given the absolute gap between 
Creator and creature, the closest we can get to God is through 
scientifically oriented reflection on the natural world, con-
ceived as God’s Creation. We cannot know God, but if we per-
mit ourselves to see the world as God’s world, we can take our 
bearings from the beauty, order, and goodness of the whole. To 
underwrite that, I argue the case for moral realism as a philo-
sophical way of taking seriously the Bible’s affirmation that Cre-
ation is good. Values are not a residue of human subjectivity 
spread over the surface of valueless reality. Value emerges quite 
naturally in our dealings with the world. This gives grounds 
for a retrieval of the “alien” sense of holiness as a property of 
things, with the qualification that property is best taken as 
a value- property. Cherishing the newborn baby is as close 
as we come to experiencing goodness and holiness as value- 
properties of an “object” in the world.

I do not see ethical naturalism and biblical theism as an-
tagonists. I use the former to offer an origin story compatible 
with some of the core convictions of the latter. The Bible has a 
vision of the goodness of Creation; ethical naturalism— the re-
ality of natural goodness— supports a comparable meta- ethics. 
In a very different idiom, the twentieth- century Jewish mystic, 
Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, writes of a natural morality (ha- 
musar ha- tivi) on which the morality of the revealed Torah 
builds. Natural morality remains in force (“in all the depth of 
its glory”; b’khol omek hodo) even after the revelation of the 
Torah.19 But if one does not permit oneself Rav Kook’s imag-
inative metaphysics, what place does holiness have in a ro-
bustly naturalistic story? Holiness, I argue, fixes natural good-
ness in a symbolic way. Making and interpreting symbols is a 
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uniquely human capacity. The elaborate symbolization of ex-
traordinary value in religious traditions such as Judaism gives 
holiness a public framework. It should not obscure, however, 
its natural, experiential origins. As a property, holiness is dis-
positional and emergent. It begins in nature but requires human 
subjectivity for its full expression. The same is true of goodness.

The relation between holiness and goodness is not one of 
simple identity. That the cosmos, pace Genesis, chapter 1, is 
good is a generality. “Good” here is a rather thin term.20 Mov-
ing toward greater specificity and thickness, there are intrinsic 
goods, such as friendship or knowledge, that win wide affirma-
tion among human beings. There are even more specific goods 
of an instrumental character that might suit certain charac-
ters or lives but not others. (I love the quiet contemplative 
experience of fly fishing; one of my sons likes the boisterous 
excitement of amusement parks.) Over and against this range 
of goods, are foci of extraordinary value. These are hard to 
characterize in general terms: the face of an innocent child, 
the look in the eyes of a vulnerable person pleading for protec-
tion, an ancient shrine or statue, the flag of a beloved country. 
The political theorist George Kateb distinguishes between 
(ordinary) “moral values” and (extraordinary) “existential val-
ues.”21 We ought, ordinarily, to be honest in our dealings with 
one another. But we also ought to acknowledge the freedom, 
dignity, and equality of all human beings under all circum-
stances at all times. Freedom, dignity, and equality are existen-
tial values, in his vocabulary. Existential values have to do with 
the stature of human beings; they are somewhat independent 
of but also orient the moral values. A division such as this will 
be helpful to the distinction between the good and the holy. 
Holiness, on my constructive reading, is the locus of excep-
tional value. It marks a status or stature that calls for special 
treatment and consideration. It is not reducible to moral value, 
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but neither is it independent of it. The intuitions that we have 
of moral value are matched by intuitions of “existential value” 
or holiness. To secure the real content of the latter intuitions, 
we need to turn from pure naturalism toward transcendence. 
Symbolism will take us part of the way, but not far enough. Is 
a “theological realism” building upon a naturalistic, moral re-
alism possible? I argue that it is unavoidable if we wish fully 
to warrant the extraordinary value that our core symbols cap-
ture. Full human flourishing points us toward a transcendent 
source for the authority of our norms.

Chapter 3 returns us to the theme of violence. So far, I have 
argued that God, the good, and the holy are allied. Moral con-
duct, in the Jewish tradition, has often been construed as act-
ing in imitation of God (imitatio dei or, in the Hebrew, v’hal-
akhta b’drakhav): “you shall walk in God’s ways” (Deuteronomy 
28:9). God’s holiness should be a model for our own aspira-
tions to holiness in conduct and character. The “canonical” 
version of this principle holds that Jews should emulate only 
such divine attributes as kindness and generosity.22 God’s 
anger, for example, should not be emulated. A safeguard such 
as this would seem to preclude direct imitation of divine vio-
lence, at least at the level of principle. Nonetheless, tensions 
between conduct that exemplifies love and respect for God’s 
creatures and conduct that betrays harshness and hatred some-
times emerge. Some instances are embedded in the biblical 
text itself— notably, in the call to holy war against uniquely dis-
favored (Canaanite) others or in Pinḥas’s zealous and lethal 
assault on a Midianite woman and her Israelite paramour 
(Number 25:1– 9). Here, a concept of the holy seems directly to 
support a program or an act of violence. The ascribed impurity 
of others awakens disgust and condemnation. The pure peo-
ple in the holy land should not tolerate incursions on their 
holiness. In subsequent Judaism, as mentioned, the idea that 
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Jews are a “holy seed,” a people fundamentally distinguished 
by their holiness from other peoples, supports a range of atti-
tudes from charitable paternalism to active contempt. Al-
though such texts and attitudes did not lead straightforwardly 
to violent actions in the past, a critic could say that this was 
because of the relative political powerlessness of the Jews in 
their diasporic history. Jews may not have acted on their reli-
giously inspired, violent inclinations because they did not have 
the means (or the numbers) to do so effectively. But now, the 
argument might run, given the reality of Jewish power in the 
State of Israel, the Jews are no longer an anomalous people; 
they have the means and, given the sorry situation of enduring 
hostility with much of the Arab world, the occasion to act vio-
lently. Unfortunately, there is something to this argument. 
Ugly views and occasionally ugly actions claiming the reli-
gious tradition as their warrant have emerged. Their targets 
can be both non- Jews and Jews, such as the late Prime Minis-
ter Yitzhak Rabin.

As mentioned at the outset, our focus is limited to violence 
motivated by ideas of holiness. But let us be more precise. To 
avoid reification, one should not say that holiness (or religion) 
causes violence. Rather, moral agents take beliefs about holi-
ness as reasons for certain kinds of conduct. They attempt to 
justify their conduct by appealing to these religious reasons. It 
is likely, however, that in actual situations, such reasons, where 
they apply, are not the only reasons for the choices agents 
make. It may not be possible to disentangle them from other 
considerations. Take the conflict that consumed the former Yu-
goslavia in the early 1990s. It pitted Croatian Catholics against 
Serbian Orthodox against Bosnian Muslims and Kosovar (Mus-
lim) Albanians. Religion was integral to the “tribal” identities 
of the parties to the conflict. The genocidal assault on Bos-
nian Muslims in Srebrenica by Serbs had elements of a holy 
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war. “Ethnic cleansing”— a term translated from the original, 
deliberately euphemistic Serbo- Croatian— implies a religion- 
like concern with the alleged purity and impurity of territory 
and groups.23 The propagandistic portrayal of the enemy in 
the run- up to the war drew on religious imagery and tropes— 
”vampires,” “beasts in human form,” “bearded animals on two 
legs,” “bloodsuckers.”24 But none of this can be easily isolated 
from nationalistic motivations, raison d’état, remembered his-
torical grievances, or the cynical manipulations of the leading 
politicians. Once such conflicts start, they take on a life of their 
own and trap their participants within them. New layers of 
rationale and motivation accumulate. Laying too much of this 
at the door of religion may just be lazy thinking.

Yet religion evidently plays a role in some contemporary 
acts of violence. The desire to achieve martyrdom mixes with 
anger at perceived historic or political humiliation in the 
hearts of would- be jihadists. They conceive of their actions as 
self- purification, achieving the greater jihad of self- struggle 
through the lesser jihad of struggle against the enemies of 
Allah. Elements of Islam (in tension with more pacific ele-
ments of Islam) give the jihadi a conceptual framework to mo-
tivate his action and fix its significance, both personally and 
socially. So too with other actors in contemporary conflicts or 
persecutions: Hindu Tamils and Buddhist Sinhalese; Muslim 
Rohingya and Buddhist Burmese. Religious concerns about 
identity and otherness, purity and impurity play their roles. 
But isolating just what roles religious ideas play requires care-
ful, case by case analysis. That is probably a matter more of em-
pirical psychology and anthropology than armchair philosophy.

In the Jewish instance, our only concern in this book, there 
is obviously ongoing violence between Israel and the Arabs 
(and other Muslims), both individuals and groups (such as 
Hamas and Hezbollah), although not, at present, nations (al-
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though the threat of Iran is never distant). The military ac-
tions that the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) have undertaken 
against Gaza, for example, lack any distinct religious compo-
nent. These actions are ipso facto violent, but the political and 
military leadership believes that they are justifiable under both 
the international laws of war and Israeli military ethics. Inter-
nal Jewish religious thinking about “just war” has little directly 
to do with state policy.25 Nonetheless, some troops may have 
religious ideas that shape their conduct, for good or ill, during 
an action. When ideas about holiness lead to degrading atti-
tudes and morally (under the laws of war) unacceptable con-
duct toward the enemy, then the kind of violence that concerns 
us emerges. It emerges against a broader background of “sec-
ular” violence, but it has its own specific character.

In chapter 3, I consider biblical, medieval, and contempo-
rary Jewish attempts to justify violence, both in wartime and 
in peacetime. I consider as well images of the non- Jewish 
other— in some of which human personhood and dignity are 
preserved; in others of which they are erased. I argue that the 
moral resources of the tradition are sufficient, especially when 
brought to light in a dialogue with general ethics, to correct 
the wrongheaded “justification” of violence. The holy does not 
displace the good. Advocates of violence in the name of the 
holy confabulate an alleged “higher ethics” that, they claim, 
overrides ordinary ethics. But their felt need to justify the over-
ride with a moral argument shows the weakness of their claim. 
Neither we nor they can escape the demands of ethics. Fabri-
cating an exit from mere ethics while relying on normative 
argument shows how self- contradictory the effort is. The holy 
and the good, as chapter 2 argues, remain allies. The one in-
tensifies and symbolizes the other.

Finally, where is God in all this? Far from the poetic sym-
bolism of power, danger, and violence, I argue. That is a human 
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discourse, drawn from our experience of nature. It takes our 
eyes off the real power and force of value. It misprizes holiness, 
which needs neither thunder nor lightning, neither sword nor 
gun. What holiness needs is attentiveness, stillness, receptivity 
to wonder and to beauty, and the ability to love and to cherish 
the goodness of being.
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